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Chapter 1 : Preview Free Sample Book Chapters From Amazon & iBooks
By default, in the layout that the chapter is based on, the text box that contains the placeholder chapter title (Chapter)
has metadata inserted that tells iBooks Author to substitute the current chapter name for that metadata's placeholder
text.

Most of us think of a digital book as being a simple digital copy of a book that has been published in print.
You can send emails and link to web sites from an ePub. You can search the web or search Wikipedia from
inside the book. An ePub can have a Table of Contents listing chapters, and an Index at the back of the book,
all of which are actively linked. You can change the size of the font and even change the font style. Purchase a
book once, store it in iCloud and have it on a number of mobile devices. All you need to do to access all of
these abilities is to download the free iBook app to your iPhone, iTouch and iPad. When you launch the
iBooks App on your mobile device, the Book Library will open and you will be presented with the iBooks
bookshelf. There are icons top left and top right of the Library. The iBooks Store runs through your iTunes
account. If you purchase a book from the iTunes iBook Store on your mobile device, the book will be
downloaded directly to your device. If you purchase the book on your Mac desktop or laptop, you can sync it
over to your mobile device by attaching your device to your Mac. In the iBooks Store you can do a search or
search through Categories. When you are ready to exit the iBooks Store, tap on the Library icon, below red
box. Click on the Collections icon to choose between the two. The PDF Library is shown below. Top right of
the iBook app are three icons. The first two control the way that the books and PDFs are displayed. The
middle icon three white horizontal lines will show the books in Icon List view, shown below. When in Icon
List view, there are four different ways to sort the list of books. Features When you open a book from the book
shelf for the first time, the book will open to the first chapter. When you open a book for the first time and tap
Resume, nothing will happen. Tapping on any of the chapters in the Table of Contents will take you to the
start of that chapter. When reading in the book, if at any time you tap in the upper margin of a page, a number
of icons will appear. Top of the page on the left are two icons, the Library icon, red arrow below, which takes
you back to the iBooks Library where all of your books are displayed on a book shelf. When you tap this icon
you are offered the chance to increase or decrease the size of the text that is displayed on the page, as well as
change the font style. This search feature is very powerful as you can search the content of the entire book for
a specific word or phrase. Tapping this icon will bookmark the page. Additionally the book mark will show up
in the Table of Contents in the Bookmark tab. If there are pages that you will want to revisit, bookmarking the
page is a great shortcut. Tap on Font to display the font choices. A new selection of font styles has been added.
Theme offers three options. Normal, which is the default. Sepia which gives the text a warm Sepia tone and
the third, Night, meant for reading in the dark. Full screen view shows the page without any of the graphic
shadowing of the pages. Search, Bookmarks and Notes Tapping the magnifying glass, the Search icon, opens a
search field and the keyboard. You can search for any word in the ePub. Tap any one of the search results and
you will be taken to that page. If that result is not the one you are looking for, simply tap the Search
magnifying glass and you will be returned to the Search results list. The last icon on the far right is the
bookmark icon. When you return to the Table of Contents and tap the Bookmarks tab, red box below, all of
your bookmarks will be listed. Tap on any bookmark to go to that page. You can have any number of
bookmarks. If you want to remove a bookmark, go to the page that is bookmarked, tap the red bookmark, it
will disappear from the page and from the Bookmark tab in the Table of Contents. If you touch and hold on a
word for a few seconds, a magnifying glass appears showing the word that you touched. When you remove
your finger from the screen a features bar appears. Aside from the definition of the word, you can also search
the Web and Wikipedia for that word. Select the text you want to work with by touching each of the two blue
dots and dragging the dots to include the text you want to highlight. Tap Highlight and a new set of options
appear. In the features bar, starting from the left, are five different colors that you can choose from to highlight
your text. The color of the highlight that you have selected is circled by an orange ring, shown below, in this
case the color blue. Just to the right of the highlight color options is a white circle with a red line through it,
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red circle below. Tap this icon to deselect the word or words and cancel the features set. The last item is a
right facing triangle, red box below. Tapping this opens another features bar, more about this later in the
article. You can type in a description of the text that you have selected. On a page where you have colored
text, you can tell the difference between texts that has been highlighted and Notes, because a Note will have a
small Note icon in the page margine, red box below. If you tap the Note icon small square the note that you
typed will appear on screen. Tap in the note text box, red box below, and the keyboard will appear where you
can change the text of your note. If you wish to modify or remove a note completely, tap the colored text of
the note and the feature bar will appear. You can change the highlight color, delete a highlight color or remove
the note completely. The last icon on the right, a white right facing triangle, red box below. Tap away from the
selected word or words to exit the feature mode. Active Links iBooks can sport a number of different types of
active links. At the back of the book is an Index. Chapter 16 - Compound Clips is shown below. Video and
Audio One thing that I find particularly exciting about the ePub format is that you can embed video clips and
audio files right into the ePub pages, which will play right on the page. As shown below, there is a video
embedded in the page. Tap the play button. The video starts to play. You can also pinch out to play in full
screen mode. When the video is finished playing, you will be returned to the ePub page. If you are viewing
your ePub on an iPhone or iPod Touch, when you tap the play button, the movie will automatically play in full
screen mode. Good quality video will look stunning. Embedded audio is shown below, tap to play. The
embedded audio icon could be a bit more interesting, but it does work properly. Getting iBooks onto your
mobile device You will need to have the free iBooks app installed on your mobile device before you download
an ePub. From your mobile device, go to the Apps Store, search for iBooks and download. The iBooks Book
Store on my iPad is shown below. After the book has been downloaded, you can sync the book over to your
mobile device via USB. The Mac iTunes Book Store is shown below. While you can purchase iBooks from
Apple or even Amazon, there are a number of ePub books out there that you can obtain from sources other
than a Book Store. There is also the option to download directly to your mobile device over the air, WiFi and
3G. To download directly to your iPad, iPhone and the iPod Touch. Double click on the file to un-zip it,
however, your Browser may automatically un-zip the file for you. In either case you will have a file with a
plain white icon, with no extension. When you see a blue box around the Library section, release your mouse
button. There are a number of different companies that sell digital books, each one using their own proprietary
format; Apple, Amazon and Sony for example. There are a number of other web sites that offer free books.
And by the way, you can listen to music while you read your books.
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Chapter 2 : Books Downloads on iTunes
An all-new chapter. The redesigned Apple Books is a single, beautiful destination for all the books you love, and the
ones you're about to. Browse the new Book Store, keep track of what you've read and want to read, and listen to
enthralling audiobooks.

History[ edit ] iBooks was announced alongside the iPad at a press conference in January The store itself,
however, was released in America three days before the iPad with the introduction of iTunes 9. On the day of
its launch, on March 31, , the iBooks Store collection comprised some 60, titles. As a result, iBooks was not
supported on first-generation iPhones and iPod Touches. As of July 1, Apple expanded iBooks availability to
Canada. On January 19, , Apple announced the release of the iBooks 2 app, allowing users to purchase and
download textbooks to the iPad. The software allows users to create these interactive textbooks themselves.
On October 23, , Apple announced iBooks 3. On November 15, , Apple pushed version 3. On September 17, ,
Apple bundled version 4. This includes slight changes with the bookstore button into a persistent navigation
bar at the bottom , grouping of books by series in the bookshelf, Auto-night mode theme, as well as small
changes to the underlying rendering engine. On October 20, , Apple bundled version 4. It was renamed back to
iBooks in a next intermittent This format is based upon the EPUB format but depends upon custom widget
code in the iBooks app to function. As of version 3, iBooks renders text written in 18 different languages.
Users of the application are able to change the font and text size displayed. Words can be selected and
searched throughout the book. Readers can also highlight passages and when this is done, the part of the
Ebook which deals with the chapters and notes will automatically save the words or sentences which were
highlighted, as well as revealing any notes made after highlighting a certain passage, another feature.
Originally, there were three viewing background themes to choose from, except when reading PDF
documents. With the introduction of iOS 9 in , a fourth background theme was added: When selected, the
books included in the series are shown in the order in which they were released, including books in the series
that the user has not purchased. The prices of the unpurchased books are displayed on the upper right corner of
the book "ear-marked" in green. Tapping the unpurchased book takes the user directly to the iBook store
allowing for quick purchase. There are three page layouts: Book, Full Screen, and Scroll. In Book or Full
Screen layout, pages are turned by tapping or dragging the page, animated to imitate the appearance of a paper
book. In Scroll, there is no page turning, and the book appears as continuous text, read vertically like a web
browser. Until May [27] each copy of iBooks used to provide a free copy of Winnie-the-Pooh , the book by A.
It does not currently support either the downloading or reading of iBooks directly on Windows or Linux
distributions , but it does support the downloading and reading of iBooks on OS X Mavericks and later.
Additional publishers were invited to participate on the day of the product announcement, January 27,
McGraw Hill was not included in the iPad presentation at the Apple media event and there was speculation
that the exclusion was in response to this release of information. Apple has made no acknowledgment of this.
But this is left unclear and such documents are not fully compatible with the EPUB standard. Colby over the
use of the term "iBook". Apple had previously used the term " iBook " to refer to a line of laptops that it sold
until , but Colby claims exclusive right to the term as applied to published books, including e-books. Apple
began using the term "iBooks" in to refer to e-books sold for the iPad. Byron Preiss published more than 1,
books under the "ibooks" brand starting in
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Chapter 3 : Apple Books - Apple (CA)
Study Better - Highlight, Search, And Make Notes In The Text. iBooks is not only a fantastic e-reading app on your
iPhone or iPad, but it's also a fantastic study tool.

Each chapter book in the series features a different pony character, has an original story that ties in with events
in the show, and includes bonus activity pages. The series is to include one book by G. Berrow for each of the
six pony main characters. Berrow is the first book in the series. Its bonus activity pages are purple. To learn
how to handle her new status, Twilight goes to Princess Cadance for some guidance. The princess shares her
own story about how she came to rule the Crystal Empire and a magic spell that helped her follow her heart.
Berrow is the second book in the series. Its story is set after the third season of the show, and its bonus activity
pages are pink. The party will be super-duper cool and is sure to save the farm. Berrow is the third book in the
series. Its story is set after the third season of the show. Just how daring should one pony be? Rarity and the
Curious Case of Charity by G. It contains an exclusive giant trading card. Rarity is sure that the two of them
will become best friends, bonding over their love of fashion and glamour. Applejack and the
Honest-to-Goodness Switcheroo by G. It contains an exclusive giant Enterplay trading card , a standee of
Applejack. Whenever her pony friends annoy her in the slightest, she writes about it. It feels good to vent! But
when the book falls into the wrong hooves, Applejack finds herself in a real pickle! Fluttershy agrees to train
him, but their first practice is a disaster. Fluttershy is too afraid of failure to continue, until all her friends bring
something special to help out. Discord and the Ponyville Players Dramarama by G. Berrow is the seventh
book in the series, bearing ISBN , published on July 7, This former villain has now realized the importance of
friendship, thanks to Fluttershy and the other ponies. Lyra and Bon Bon and the Mares from S. To prove their
friendship is forever, Lyra and Bon Bon will have to go undercover together and protect Equestria from the
ongoing changeling threat. Starlight Glimmer and the Secret Suite by G. Can Rarity and Twilight Sparkle help
Trixie reverse the curse? Through the Mirror by G. Berrow is the first Super Special book. Luckily, she has
the assistance of Spike and five girls who remind her of a certain group of ponies back home.
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Chapter 4 : Apple Books - Wikipedia
While you can listen to your transferred content in the iBooks app, we recommend downloading the Audible app on your
iOS device because it includes several features unavailable in the iBooks app. Below you will find information on chapter
navigation.

Here, then, are five tips to master iBooks on your iOS device of choice. If you need to read books for class or
your own learning objectives, you can use iBooks to highlight words or passages, search the text for specific
words or phrases, and make notes that appear in the margins as little colored sticky notes. Using these tools
could help you become a much more organized studier, letting you go back to a passage in a book to
remember the important things with a couple of taps. When reading an iBook, tap and hold on any text you
want to select, like you would in Safari or Pages. The pop up bar will change to give you new highlighting
options, which include changing the color of the highlight or adding a note, itself in the same color as the
highlight. If you tap away from the selected word and lose the pop up menu, simply tap the colored
highlighted area again to bring the highlight menu up again. Tap the notecard icon, helpfully the same color as
the text you just highlighted, and type in any notes you want in the resulting pop up note card. If you want to
search for a given word in the text, tap and hold on a word in the body of the book and select Search from the
pop up menu. You can also tap the magnifying glass icon in the upper right of the screen and type in a search
term or text string. If you want to search the web, or Wikipedia, there are buttons at the bottom of the search
window to send that term out to Safari. Have you purchased way too many Star Wars novels, only to find
them crowding out your beloved Jane Eyre collection? First of all, decide what categories make the most sense
for you, based on the books you own. Should you categorize by genre, subject matter, have a list of favorites?
The default categories are Books and PDFs. You can be more creative than that, right? Of course you can.
Return to your shelves and tap the Edit button in the upper right hand corner of the iPad screen, or the upper
left hand corner of your iPhone or iPod Touch screen. When reading an iBook on your iPad or iPhone, you
typically tap the right side of the page to go forward, and tap the left side of the page to go backward, right? If
you want to skip to a different part of the iBook, you can tap on the table of contents button in the upper left
and tap to the chapter you want to go to. How do you quickly navigate more than one page forward or
backward, though? Tap the little brown rectangle that denotes the current page, and hold your finger down.
Now slide your finger right to riffle forward through the book, and to the left to riffle backwards through the
book. Stop when you get to the chapter or page you want, and iBooks will open to that page, letting you read
from that spot. Now you can skip taping the page turn over and over to get farther along int he book, as well as
sticking to the start of the various chapters. Just riffle your way to the part you want to read, and all will be
well. Access Free Sample iBooks With iBooks on your iPhone or iPad or iPad mini, my favorite reading
device , you can download electronic books from the convenient privacy of your very own iOS device. A real
bookstore, though, lets you browse through the books before you buy them. Heck, you can pick one off the
shelf, riffle through the pages, and even gasp! This will take you to the wonderful world of the iBooks store,
which is like iTunes or the App Store for books. Tap on the cover of the book there in the iBooks store, and it
will pop up a detail page. Right next to the button with the price on it? Tap that button and a lovely little
sample will download to your iPhone or iPad, ready for you to look through. It will even have a cute little red
Sample sash diagonally across the right top corner of the book cover on your iBooks shelf, so you can be sure
not to mistake it for a full length book. Tap the cover to read the sample iBook as you would any other title in
your collection. Oddly, I saw a ton of the same book, over and over, sitting on the shelves. For some reason,
this only happens on my iPad mini. My iPhone only shows one copy of each book, even when I select the
same Purchased Books option. Same with my iPad 3. Hopefully, this is not happening to you, and if it is,
Apple will fix it soon.
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Chapter 5 : ipad - Is it possible to search for text in iBooks or the Kindle app? - Ask Different
A book is made up of chapters. Within each chapter, you can add sectionsâ€”for example, to divide the content of a
chapter into topics, or to set apart special types of content, like lessons, activities, and case studies.

Explore the Books app On your iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch, navigate the Books app using the tabs at the
bottom of the screen. On your Mac, browse your Library using the buttons at the top of the window. To buy
books, click Book Store in the upper-left corner. Reading Now In this tab, you have quick access to the last
book or audiobook that you were reading. You can also see items that you add to your Want To Read list and
recommendations based on your reading history. Library Your Library contains all of the books, book series,
PDFs, and audiobooks that you buy from the Book Store or add to your collection. Tap Collections to view
just a certain media type. If you want to organize your books manually, tap New Collection, then add books
from your Library. On your Mac, you can find audiobooks in iTunes. Book Store Buy new books in the Book
Store. Audiobooks In this tab, you can find the audiobooks that are available in the Book Store. Learn more
about audiobooks. Search Use this tab to search for specific titles, authors, narrators, and more. Read books
Tap any book to open it and start reading. Apple Books remembers where you stopped and starts there when
you start reading again. While reading, tap the page to bring up the navigation menu. Tap to close the book
and return to your library. Tap to view the table of contents. You can also jump to any bookmarks or notes
from here. Tap to change how the page looks. You can increase or decrease the font size, change to a dark
background, or turn off Scrolling View to swipe between pages. Tap to search the book for a specific word or
page number. Tap to save your place for later. Take notes Get more out of your book without leaving the
Books app. Touch and hold any word in a book to open the text selection tool. Tap Highlight to make it easy
to find your selection later, or Note to highlight the selection and add notes. To find your notes later, you
might need to go to different places depending on the book. For most books, tap then tap Notes. For some
books, you can just tap.
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Chapter 6 : 5 Ways to Use iBooks on an iPad - wikiHow
iTunes is the world's easiest way to organize and add to your digital media collection. We are unable to find iTunes on
your computer. To download from the iTunes Store, get iTunes now.

A book is made up of chapters. Within each chapter, you can add sectionsâ€”for example, to divide the
content of a chapter into topics, or to set apart special types of content, like lessons, activities, and case
studies. In an ePub template, each chapter can contain only sectionsâ€”each of which is one scrolling page that
displays all the content. In a landscape or portrait template, each chapter can contain individual pages, as well
as sections. As you add content, new pages are added as needed or you can add pages first. If you switch a
landscape template to scrolling view, each section has one scrolling page that displays all the content. You can
reorder sections and chapters at any time by dragging them in the Book pane shown below. The Book pane
shown below is from a landscape template. Although the Book pane in an ePub template shows an outline of
the book instead of page thumbnails , you can still reorder chapters and sections by dragging them. Add a
chapter or a section In the Book pane shown above , select the chapter after which you want the new chapter
to appear or the chapter you want to add the section to. Click a chapter or section title and do any of the
following: Add a chapter or section title: Change the prefix and number displayed: Replace a section title with
a chapter or book title, or a chapter title with a book title: On the book page, triple-click the chapter or section
title and choose an option from the Title pop-up menu. You can also add a chapter or section by duplicating
one. To optimize the viewing experience, create more smaller chapters rather than fewer larger chapters. Add
a new page Note: In the Book pane of a landscape or portrait template, select the chapter or section you want
to add pages to. You can also add a new page by Control-clicking a page in the Book pane and choosing Insert
Page from the shortcut menu. The new page uses the default layout for the chapter or section. Reorder
chapters or sections In the Book pane, do any of the following: Change the order of chapters: Change the order
of sections: Drag a section to a new location in the chapter, or to another chapter. Chapters and sections are
automatically renumbered as you move them. Delete a chapter, section, or page In the Book pane, select the
chapter, section, or page you want to delete, and press Delete. Deleting a chapter or section deletes all its
content.
Chapter 7 : How to cite BOOKS, eBOOKS, CHAPTERS - Citation Guide - Research Guides at Dixie State
In the iBooks Store you can do a search or search through Categories. When you are ready to exit the iBooks Store, tap
on the Library icon, below red box. iBooks has two libraries, one for ePubs (books) and the other for PDFs.

Chapter 8 : iBooks Author change background of templaâ€¦ - Apple Community
Read storybooks aloud with iBooks Storytime on Apple TV. Download or delete content If you want to read a book or
listen to an audiobook when you're not connected to Wi-Fi or the Internet, you can download it to your iOS device or
computer.

Chapter 9 : Activity Books | theinnatdunvilla.com
Search the world's most comprehensive index of full-text books. My library.
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